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	The Visual Investor, Second Edition breaks down technical analysis into terms that are accessible to even individual investors. Aimed at the typical investor--such as the average CNBC viewer--this book shows investors how to follow the ups and downs of stock prices by visually comparing the charts, without using formulas or having a necessarily advanced understanding of technical analysis math and jargon. Murphy covers all the fundamentals, from chart types and market indicators to sector analysis and global investing, providing examples and easy-to-read charts so that any reader can become a skilled visual investor.
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Value Engineering Mastermind: From Concept to Value Engineering Certification (Response Books)Sage Publications, 2009
This jargon-free book demystifies all the concepts required for a well rounded understanding of the theory of Value Engineering (VE) and Value Engineering Certification Programs.
Value Engineering Mastermind: From Concept to Value Engineering Certification helps the readers to understand VE concepts, and practice VE concepts...
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Computer Aided Design and Design Automation (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009
> Volume 5 of the Handbook of Circuits and Filters, Third Edition focuses on computer-aided design and design automation. In the first part of the book, international contributors address topics such as modeling of circuit performances, symbolic analysis methods, numerical analysis methods, design by optimization,...
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Programming Windows Server 2003Manning Publications, 2003
This book focuses mainly on the new features of Windows Server 2003 and how you
can integrate them into your existing infrastructure. These new changes heavily revolve
around COM+, IIS 6, and web services.
New features have been added to COM+ so that your applications (COM+ components)
are much more stable and secure. Some of...
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Beginning Functional JavaScript: Uncover the Concepts of Functional Programming with EcmaScript 8Apress, 2018

	
		Understand functional programming concepts and the functional nature of the JavaScript language. Starting with an introduction to functional programming concepts, you will learn the key differences between imperative and functional programming. Diving straight into JavaScript functions, you will learn to write them with ES8. Followed...
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Introduction to Human Geography Using ArcGIS OnlineESRI Press, 2019

	
		Applying new skills to established topics, this is how you want to examine human geography.

	
		Introduction to Human Geography Using ArcGIS Online combines a comprehensive examination of human geography with engaging activities using the ArcGIS Online service.

	
		Birth rates are...
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Parallel and Concurrent Programming in Haskell: Techniques for Multicore and Multithreaded ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you have a working knowledge of Haskell, this hands-on book shows you how to use the language’s many APIs and frameworks for writing both parallel and concurrent programs. You’ll learn how parallelism exploits multicore processors to speed up computation-heavy programs, and how concurrency enables you to write programs...
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